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D.O. No: BPS/BDPA(I)/3
rd

 PRC/2018                                Dated 7
th
 July, 2018 

Re: Simultaneous Pension Revision of BSNL Pensioners with BSNL 

Employees based upon implementation of 3
rd

 P.R.C. 

Respected and most honored Shri Narendrabhai 

Jay Shri Krishna/Jay Shri Ram, 

On behalf of Bharat Pensioners Samaj, New Delhi the largest Federation of 

Pensioners Association recognized by GOI-DOPPW and as Secretary 

BSNL/PSU, we would like to convey our greetings to you and to pass 

comfortable life with respects and good health. Having your numerous senior 

citizen welfare oriented measure of the Government, we are inspired to present 

before you our irritating issue which has been inordinately delayed depriving 

us the timely Pensionary benefit. Before this we have already exhausted all the 

channels available to us. We were given sympathetic hearing but could not get 

the fruit of their assurances.   

We place before you the following for your consideration. 

The normal rules of correspondence insist to address the concerned authority 

to redress particular grievance and we always follow the dictum but in given 

circumstances we feel it essential to approach your good self for the timely 

redressal of our long pending issue causing irritation amongst the Pensioners.  

The BSNL was formed in October 2000; when BJP Government was in power 

with a view to serve the members of public and to provide competitive 

environment for Communication Activities to Indian Citizen. The workers 

were taken into confidence by agreeing their demand of Job Security and 

Government Pension by amending Rule 37-A which was historic event. The 

workers had opted to change their Status from Government Employee to that 

of PSU by giving option and thus smooth switch over took place. This was 

historic sacrifice by the workers in the interest of the country, the DoT 

Employees had sacrificed their status of Government Employee. 

The First Wage Revision/Pension Revision of BSNL Workers/Pensioners took 

place without any hurdle as Government was aware of its assurance and to 

ensure workers friendly environment to serve the country. 
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Perhaps in the Indian History, PSU was born whose guards were outsiders - 

whose rights were safeguarded by the GOI - irrespective of fiscal position of 

the Company they were asked to rule. For the years to gather after formation 

of the Company the ITS Officer created hurdles, staying the orders for their 

option.  After long time, where is some relief but woes still continues. The 

picture for Employees was quite contradictory; they were to prosper/suffer 

with the growth of the Company for which they had no option to offer any 

constructive say. The government of India had also kept its tract to utilize the 

Company by dictating certain terms for its penetration in rural area to pop up 

its popularity where Company had only to face financial crunch.   

The obvious result of this exercise was that the BSNL Workers/Pensioners had 

to struggle to get benefit of 2nd P.R.C. and the struggle continued for many 

years to yield the fruits of 2nd P.R.C. which was implemented in two parts, 

first merger of 68.8% IDA and second merger 78.2% I.D.A. Second merger 

was implemented w.e.f. 10.06.2013 and the struggle is still on for its effect 

from 01.01.2007. And we are still struggling to get it implemented w.e.f. 

01.01.2007 to 09.06.2016 even for arrear purpose. 

Now, 3rd P.R.C. Recommendations are approved by the Cabinet for all PSUs 

with “many IFs and BUTs” and many PSUs have got it implemented.  The 

BSNL Employees/Pensioners are struggling to get its benefit since last 

Eighteen Months and after a long struggle, Hon’ble MOC gave them the 

assurance for implementation of 3rd PRC Recommendation followed with 

Cabinet Approval and the move is now ON. The MOC is also provided action 

plan by the BSNL Corporate Office showing the road map that how it will 

implement the recommendation without any extra burden to exchequer. The 

Pensioners are happy to aspire that they will be able to get justice. 

Now for Pensioners, their dilemma and irritated issue is that the MOC has 

assured its implementation in two parts, first for Employees and then in 

second part it will be for Pensioners for which we find no justification but for 

to deprive the BSNL Pensioners to have their timely increase timely.  

Sir, we have experience that dividing the process in two parts in past had made 

the Pensioners sufferer as it took very long time. We seek your kind and 

sympathetic indulgence to process BOTH the task simultaneously as Second 

One has no relativity with FIRST ONE. So here we request for your kind  
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intervention in the larger interest of Pensioners as majority of them are 

virtually above 70 years to 75 years.  

We venture for your kind intervention as we have reasonable feelings that you 

have always viewed the pains and agony of senior citizen with full sympathy 

and ensuring them timely help with best possible manner. 

Secondly, all Pay Commissions after their formation; invite Pensioners 

fraternity as well to place their views for consideration along with Employees 

Associations.  But unfortunately there is lacuna in PSU process. The 

Pensioners voice is never heard and they have to be meek spectator to the 

process as they are not permitted to have submission of their say.  

We understand that there being many PSUs having their own Pension Treaty, 

the P.R.C. cannot do the task.  But now when BSNL is forming the Pay 

Revision Committee asking the two Recognized Unions to nominate their 

representative in pro-rata basis and when Second Recognized  Union is 

demanding inclusion of all the Representatives from all the Applicant Unions, 

there will be no difficulty to add/include Representatives from Pensioners 

Associations in the said Committee to represent Pensioners Associations. We 

solicit inclusion of Pensioners Associations Representatives in the 3
rd

 Pay 

Revision Committee formed by the BSNL Corporate Office. 

Sir, we are making our earnest request, as some politically motivated 

Pensioners Associations - reportedly fully aware of their limitations and 

motives - are working in the opposite direction to deprive the BSNL 

Pensioners from extension of 3rd P.R.C. benefits by raising the demand of 

implementation of 7th C.P.C. Recommendation.  You will appreciate that the 

demand may engulf fire by provoking other PSUs for similar demand and in 

the process we the BSNL Pensioners may suffer heavily for no fault of our 

own and in turn it may also result in creation of chaotic conditions and havoc 

having eye in general election in 2019. 

It should be an eye opener for the Government to see that when it is initiating 

creative measure to financially uplift the BSNL from its fiscal crunch, the 

authorities in BSNL are delaying the expansion of BSNL fully aware of the 

fact that the Company is facing all around competition from private Telecom 

Operators. Instead of inspiring the workforce, they are talking of curtailing the  
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medical facilities particularly when the Government is working to improve all 

around health condition of the senior citizen of the country.  

With independent Day Greetings, 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

(D. D. MISTRY) 

Secretary BSNL/PSU 

Bharat Pensioner Samaj 

 

To: 

Hon’ble Shri Narendrabhai Modi, 

Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, 

7, Race Course, 

New Delhi 110001 

 

Copy to: 

1. Hon’ble Shri Manoj Sinha Ji, MOC, New Delhi. 

2. Ms. Aruna Sundararajan, Secretary IT, DoT, New Delhi. 

3. Shri Anupam Shrivastava, CMD BSNL, New Delhi. 

4. Smt. Sujata T. Ray, Director (HR), BSNL Corporate Office, New Delhi.  


